Palift

The Australian Designed and Refined

Series 3 Pallet Leveller
Safety and Productivity by Design

Overview
How does Palift work?
Pallet Levellers resemble scissor lift tables. They have a platform top and a base connected by a pair of scissor legs.
The levelling mechanism is a set of springs tuned to the weight and height (the density) of the product. Pallet levellers
work automatically to raise or lower as the weight changes.
Load setting is a simple process and for most users springs never have to be changed. A shock absorber prevents any
bounce and all Australian Palifts are supplied with a standard galvanised finish.

Palift Applications
Durable and tough, with zero power requirements, Palift can be used in a wide range of applications including
warehousing, packing, wash down and other harsh environments.
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Palift Series 3
Save your back loading
pallets with Palift
By automatically keeping a pallet or stillage at the
optimum working height when loading or unloading
goods, Palift dramatically reduces the effort required to
palletise and depalletise goods.
Our proven design is incredibly robust and will endure
many years of daily use without maintenance.

The original and best way to load and unload pallets
The Safetech Palift design has remained largely unchanged since its inception back in the late 80’s.
But series 3, which continues to be the market leader, sees refined geometry and a compact overall footprint.
This is achieved by having the entire structure within the borders of the top working surface.
Due to this proven Safetech design, you can be sure that the Palift will seamlessly integrate with your
growing infrastructure and existing processes.

Turntable top for easy
load rotation

WLL up to 2000kgs
Set and forget Springs

Forklift Tyne sockets
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Specifications & Options

PALIFT SERIES 3

TURNTABLE TOP

SQUARE TOP

Maximum Working Capacity kilograms

2000

2000

Maximum Height (extended height) millimetres

709

709

Minimum Height (compressed height) millimetres

239

225

1100 Ø

1046 x 1060 mm

Y

Y

150

150

Platform Top dimensions
Durable Fully Galvanised Frame
Product Weight kilograms

Options:
Mobile Dolly Base
This sits under a Palift for easy
manual movement. Removing
the handle drops the base to
the ground, locking the Palift
into position.

LIFT TABLES BROCHURE
Safetech design and manufacture a wide
range of static, mobile and heavy capacity
scissor lifts.
The Lift Tables brochure has all the critical
information you need to choose the right
lifting solution for your business.

Mobile Dolly Handle
This strong and easy to use
handle can be separated from
the Base Frame and stored for
later use. It canalso be used
on any other Palifts with the
Mobile Base Frame Installed.

Lift Tables

Turntable Rotation Lock
This device locks rotation
in the round turntable top
Palift. Preventing unexpected
rotations during movement,
loading or storage.

Australias best and most trusted

Lift Table range by Safetech

Safety and Productivity by Design

39-45 Della Torre Road, Moe Victoria 3825
t: 1800 674 566
e: sales@safetech.com.au
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